
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

How does it feel to read your secret letter? 

Two pages full of words written by your hand that you have addressed to yourself one year ago. What do they say? They are 

full of expectations and wishes for this year, respect for the challenges and obstacles that you are sure you will have to 

handle, full of tension about the rest of the time that you are staying in your home country before you leave it for a 

European voluntary service in a different culture. 

You forget about this letter event though you thought you never will and this would probably be the first thing you read 

when you come back to your home country. For sure you will think about it the one or the other time, especially when you 

experience something during your year abroad that hits exactly what you were afraid of or hoping for earlier. But then 

you’ll most probably not think about this small envelope for some weeks after your return until you remember that it has 

to be somewhere between the boxes that you have packed one year ago. So you climb up the unused high sleeper at your 

parent’s place where you stored all your stuff (“so many useless things!”, you have learned when you had to reduce 

yourself for traveling anyway) and search for the white envelope. Next to an old globe, a damaged radio and bunches of 

photos, letters and notes from your childhood you find the double packed letter. 

It’s written on a usual summer day in your home town, out of your daily life one year ago. It used to be normal how you 

felt and acted back then. You are stunned by the fact that you have outguessed the development of relationships and stated 

your wish for independence and personal development so clearly. After you put down the letter, you realise that you have 

foreseen a lot of changes and that the important things have become true. Suddenly the awareness sinks in your mind that 

your changes are so much deeper, that you have experienced so much more than you could have expected and that your development 

would never fit on this piece of paper. 

You have learned a bunch of things about yourself and about life. How it is to move in with a stranger (coming from a quite 

similar situation to be honest) and live by yourself. How to handle shopping, cooking, repairing toilets, cleaning, getting 

rid of cockroaches, not spending all you money on good and cheap Georgian food, taking care of a street animal that you 

adopted and throwing parties in your apartment all by yourself. How to calculate what you need to eat, how to trade about 

egg prices on the bazar, maybe how it is to live with or become a vegetarian (of course you could’ve never ever imagined 

to dispense of meat!). How to use your weekends efficiently: not in the meaning of German efficiency, because then you would 

most probably never had experienced that you just have to hold your thumbs up on a random street to get out of the city and 

into the wild (where a lot of careful and hospitable Georgians are waiting). How to use guidebooks and how to ignore certain 

things they are claiming because you know that locals and you and your friends’ feeling will know better. How frustrating 

it can be to learn a language with its’ damn own alphabet from the scratch when you get taught by (thanks to this culture’s 

general way of teaching) a not very talented teacher and what a relieve it can be when you realise in the end that you were 

just lacking people who would talk to you in that language. How to keep up or develop the friendships from back home. How 

to make new friends and how to accept the fact that most of the people you meet will stay not more than acquaintances. How 

to stay in touch with your family (yes, also grandparents can use skype…sometimes with a little help) and how important 

they are and that you’ve a good relationship. How sad you can be about the actually marvellous fact that not only you but 

your little sister will spend a year abroad as well…directly after your return…when your best time together just started. 

How many stereotyped things from your region you will or will not miss (Knusperflocken and dark bread can be an object of 

desire until that point when your whole family tries to import as much as possible of this brown mass). How valuable high-

quality multiple power outlets are, except during electricity cut offs. How much a human being needs warm people around him 

and to cuddle cats and friends. How eased dressing and make up are, when you feel more like yourself and when function 

counts more than beauty. How ridiculously many clothes and cosmetics you own (the saying “out of sight out of mind” 

suddenly gets the positive meaning of “no choice, no agony!”). How much easier you can take life (yes, also your own 

problems) because you feel deep in your heart that it’s gonna be good. 

The bad news is: this year of learning, living and communicating intensely is over. The good one: you have had it and you 

will make use of your achievements. Throw your secret letter away or keep it as a memory of your old self. You know that 

live goes on and new glorious things will happen if only you stay attentive. 

    


